INTRODUCTION: THE CRISIS IN THE HUMANITIES, THE PROBLEM OF AUDIENCE, AND POETRY BY POST
"Crisis in the humanities" has become, over the past several years, a familiar catchphrase that refers to a nexus of issues, namely to decreasing numbers of majors in the humanities at both public and liberal arts universities while Bachelor's degrees conferred increase, to dwindling faculty numbers in humanities disciplines as faculty retire or leave and are not replaced (and to a concomitant spike in unemployed Ph.D.s), and to a perceived shifting ethos for universities that seems to be more in line with corporate ways of thinking than the liberal arts roots of university education. As a recent graduate of the doctoral program in English, I have my own firsthand experiences with this crisis and my own opinions about it. While many of the forces generating this crisis are undoubtedly external, I have also long been concerned about several of the patterns and trends internal to the discipline that do us no favors in the eyes of the general public.
Assistant professors of English, for instance, are required to fulfill certain publishing obligations in order to qualify for tenure-not, in and of itself, a problem. Yet in order to get articles accepted for publication, professors must abide by the rules of engagement, so to speak, expected by literary journals. The result is scholarship written by professors to professors, riddled with jargon, and often engaging in a formulaic academic game in which one points out various holes in other people's research, often ungenerously, in order to offer the winning interpretation. The excessive premium placed on original argumentation both holds authenticity captive and encourages highly particular, abstruse debates that require a level of familiarity with the surrounding scholarship that only academics-and possibly the very rarest of "common readers"-would have. This is not to say that these debates do not have value, but the line of inquiry they pursue matters to a painfully small circle of readers while excluding a potentially much wider audience.
Not all professors prefer this model of scholarship, of course. In "Public Speaking," Eric Jager, a professor at UCLA, offers an anecdote about presenting at a conference in
France which was open to the public. Jager explains, "I spoke with a retired corporate executive, a group of young law students, and a novelist who runs a local crêperie, as well as a doctoral student in history… In nearly 30 years, I had never attended a conference attracting such a wide range of people. What, I wondered, are we American academics doing wrong?" 1 Jager is certainly not alone in longing for different ways of writing about and responding to the literature he studies. Mark Edmundson at the University of Virginia regularly offers cutting critiques of literary education as it is being widely conducted in favor of an education in the humanities that focuses not on analytical lenses but on the transformative possibilities literature holds for each of us. In "Against
Readings," Edmundson suggests that if personal enlightenment is what professors are attempting to lead students toward, then "readings will only get in your way. When you launch, say, a Marxist reading of William Blake, you effectively use Marx as a tool of analysis and judgment. To the degree that Blake anticipates Marx, Blake is prescient and to be praised." Edmundson later continues:
The problem with the Marxist reading of Blake is that it robs us of some splendid opportunities. We never take the time to arrive at a Blakean reading of Blake, and we never get to ask whether Blake's vision might be true -by which I mean, following William James, whether it's good in the way of belief. The moment when the student in the classroom, or the reader perusing the work can pause and say: 'Yes, that's how it is; Blake's got it exactly right,' disappears. There's no chance for the instant that Emerson and Longinus evoke, when one feels that he's written what he's only read, uttered what he's only heard.
Literary criticism as I have been taught to write it asks precisely what Edmundson is rallying against in this passage: there is a pervasive pressure both for undergraduates and graduate students to internalize dense theories and to frame their own analytical approaches to a particular text in these theoretical terms. Attempting, as Edmundson suggests here, to do "Woolfian" reading of Woolf or a "Browningesque" reading of Browning would be not be considered critically sophisticated.
Yet as Edmundson later continues, "Criticism is getting into skeptical dialogue with the text. Mounting a conventional academic reading -applying an alternative set of terms -means closing off the dialogue before it has a chance to begin." Indeed, while literary scholarship as it is being done today purports to be a dialogue, the formulas expected and the vocabulary endorsed instead create the conditions for a game of intellectual showmanship that results in witty arguments, perhaps, but not necessarily authentically believed ones. And without authenticity, the stakes of dialogue become utterly low.
There are plenty of professors out there who would welcome the approach that Edmundson preaches. But with the pressures to publish and secure tenure so urgent and burdensome, newly-minted professors are left without much of an option. In consequence, a very small percentage of scholarship bucks the overarching trends shaping literary criticism-and if so few professors are writing in an engaging way about the literature they read to a public audience, is it any surprise that the public does not seem all that invested in salvaging academic humanities?
My own frustrations with the discipline prompted me to temporarily abandon a job search and instead enter the Center for the Book to pursue a Master of Fine Arts degree.
If I believe that humanities scholars need to forge new ways of engaging the public in literature, I realized, then it is essential for me to determine what that means for myself.
Interestingly enough, I only discovered after entering the Center for the Book that the world of book arts is not without its own challenges with audience as well. Book arts objects that are made in small editions with letterpress technologies and that employ highend papers and bookcloths tend either to be housed in Special Collections of university libraries or in private home collections. In those locations, they are not easily accessible or even known to the general public. And when displayed in galleries, these objects, which often rely on close and thoughtful reading, typically sit in vitrines, open only to a single page spread and untouchable by the viewer. While bookbinding, handlettering, and letterpress printing are all currently somewhat trendy, "book arts" nonetheless remains an obscure field to the general public, and our avenues for display and collection are not exactly inroads to different audiences. Even when beautifully printed and produced books are snatched up by private collectors, a superior reading experience-or any reading experience-is never a guarantee. After distributing a particularly labor-intensive and "Midwestern" to mean anyone who has simply spent a good bit of time in the large swath of land in the middle of the U.S., and much like the Midwest, the poetry featured is plainspoken but no less profound for that.
I was motivated to write analytical responses to the poems I will be printing in order to further encourage a thoughtful reading experience. I personally have never encountered an analytical companion to a broadside, so I know this is an unusual move, but my logic is simply that poetry is often difficult for readers, and beautifully rendering a poem on nice paper does not make it automatically more sensible, especially to a reader who might not gravitate toward poetry naturally. I love to read poetry and to teach it, and I want to provide a place for myself to engage deeply and thoughtfully with the poems I print in the hopes of better positioning readers to do the same. My analytical response to each poem is approximately 500 words-in-depth enough to hopefully generate, for the reader, a more engaging experience of the featured poem and yet brief enough to invite immediate reading. Attached to the analysis will be a self-addressed, stamped postcard on which readers can record their own responses, impressions, or questions if they wish, to encourage subscribers to add to the conversation as well.
My goals for the thesis project are as follows: 1) to foster for a general audience a thoughtful reading of and response to a group of poems by offering my own visual and written interpretation of a text; 2) to make a case to a general audience for the value of poetry, analysis, book arts, and alt-academic humanities-based efforts; 3) to celebrate physical mail-and tactility more broadly-at a time when the USPS is in financial straits and communication almost exclusively conducted electronically; 4) to unify my disparate interests for one purpose (poetry, literary analysis, visual and written expression, teaching, an audience of "common readers," letterpress-printing, calligraphy, and physical mail); and 5) to develop a potential career path in the humanities that welcomes collaboration withbut does not rely on-universities.
CHAPTER I: PRODUCING THE NOVEMBER INSTALLMENT
Because this thesis project is in production at the time of depositing this record, I
am only able to offer a full documentation of the first installment of the project. This chapter, then, will contain the poem "Slices of November" by Jennifer Kinneberg Wrisley, my analysis of it, and images documenting the process.
November Poem "Slices of November" Jennie Kinneberg Wrisley
The thrum of life sucked back into the earth for storage. The world in monochrome: cement, car exhaust, leafless bark. This is the time we take inventory, since we don't fly south or bury seeds; this is the time we wonder, Am I loved? Because the white nightmare of winter is coming. This is the time to take stock of what we have and don't, even if we know things don't work that way. So we measure love by considering its steadiness over time. It often fails on this account. But even the geese have trouble, so say the scientists. Half the ganders are cuckolds; they've just raised some other fellow's babies.
We could also measure love in the thinnest parings of time, those slices of secondswith the feel of fallingthose moments like the abeyance between the slip of the knife on its way to the cutting board and the moment the pain announces itself.
It was in a slice like that, on a day that threatened snow, when his arm slammed across my chest, before, even, the lurch forward began, before I heard the brakes, before the squirrel who caused the trouble hurried across the street to bury his precious nut. We relished our riches, the squirrel and I.
It was in a slice like that when the mallard in the dying reeds I almost stepped upon gawped up at me, and in a gesture quick as the arm across my chest, looked over his shoulder to check for his mate (who was safely hidden, but bustling somewhere near) before escaping into the brush.
Companion Analysis
The opening line of Jennie Kinneberg Wrisley's "Slices of November" is a beautiful distillation of how meaning in poetry can be embedded into sounds' nuances. An iamb, you may remember, is a unit of sound composed of an unstressed syllable followed by a stressed syllable that constitutes the most basic rhythmic pattern of poetry. Why? An iamb resembles a heartbeat-lub-DUB, lub-DUB-the rhythm, of course, upon which life itself depends. The poem opens, then, with two heartbeats: "The THRUM of LIFE." These iambs each end with lingering sounds-first the semi-vowel m, a musical consonant whose sound continues until a new sound interrupts it, and then the fricative f, created when air is sent through the interfering obstacles of your teeth and lower lip. Until the air is stopped, the friction persists. "The thrum of life", then, beats like the heart, using sounds that linger and continue, even if by friction, sounds that underscore that thrum-ongoing, musical, and patterned. What happens to this thrum come November? It is "sucked back"-and accordingly we hear a sonic shift, both syllables ending with what are called stops, the pronunciation of which necessitates cutting off the airflow. I read these two words, too, not as an iamb but as a spondee-two stressed syllables in a row. Thus, in this seemingly simple opening line, we have the subtle world of sound at work: two heartbeats conveyed by ongoing musical and frictional sounds interrupted by the thwack of two heavy syllables requiring the stoppage of airflow, of breath, of nearly life itself, as it retreats "into the earth for storage."
The interplay of and tension between those sounds-heartbeats and flow versus stoppage and blows-are also the very point of the poem, which seeks to "take inventory," as the speaker says, at this moment when the world around us loses color and life, when "the white nightmare / of winter" closes in. The speaker cuts to the chase, asking the question upon which everything hangs: "Am I loved?" Her answer to this challenges us, as all good poetry ought, to look in a different light. While impulse might prompt us to chart love over time in order to answer this essential question, the speaker moves to the opposite extreme, looking at slices of time so tiny they reveal basic instinct. Cataloging fractions of seconds when her companion's arm shot out to protect her from a potential accident and when a startled mallard's only concern was that his mate was safe, the speaker implies that such slices might oppose what we would conclude if we only look at love over the long term.
And yet even though the two examples she itemizes offer a favorable perspective on her inventory, we remain trapped by the metaphor Wrisley sets up. These increments are, after all, "slices" in both the metaphysical and painfully physical senses: "the abeyance / between the slip of the knife / on its way to the cutting board / and the moment the pain announces itself." From this vantage point, these slices-even if they offer the momentary triumph of love-are only ever a suspension prior to the suffering that will inevitably befall us. Even so, that triumph, brief as it may be, is still valuable beyond measure: a "precious nut" we can bury and rely on even in the most desolate days of winter. 
Photo Documentation
The following photos document moments from the production of the November installment of Poetry by Post, from printing the "Slices of November" broadside and companion analysis to lettering the mailers. Sage came home with a strip of masking tape across her lunchbox: PLEASE SLICE EVERY GRAPE. And there again I've put a blameless child between us like a human shield against accountability, and then acknowledged it. And there again. As though by self-embarrassment alone I might regress into a truer self, becoming small and solid as the last matryoshka doll; as though that might redress the failings up to which I've failed to own: that I've identified too closely with myself, or with my sympathetic myth; I've acted as though it were all an actthe first of five; I've called the fact the brutal fact and failed to call the fourth wall down a wall. And all while waiting for the world to drop me, you, and Maggie at a common stop so you could keep me company again, which would require the world to be a train. The world's a wheel. The world's a rolling pin. The world is spinning thread and spreading thin. I can't imagine what this goes to prove except the obvious -I'd rather move than mow. But you asked whether the address you have for me is current: No. Yes.
Companion Analysis

Eric McHenry's "New Year's Letter to All the Friends I've Estranged by Not
Writing" reveals a thing or two usually edited out of the sea of holiday missives dominated by photos of laughing families in coordinated outfits sent en masse to one's mailing list.
For starters, the speaker is tired-so tired he's nearly muddling his metaphors. He bypasses polite chit-chat, quickly getting a little too raw and too honest in this medium which, if "impersonal," is comfortably so. The personal can be problematic. But it is midnight, after all, at the dawn of a new year-an understandable time to get philosophical.
In responding to what we later learn is perhaps a simple query about whether or not his address is current, the speaker whisks us into a swirl and sweep of ontological musings. Fearing that he lives more like a character on stage who has "acted as though it were all an act," the speaker longs "to regress"-in a line that cleverly regresses, too, to four syllables-"into a truer self." Maybe if he fesses up to his failings (that he didn't slice his child's grapes, for instance) he might strip himself of one of those outer shells. But that requires admitting that he lives in a fictitious parallel universe that, he believes, will catch the things he lets fall, a version of reality where the world will reunite himself and the estranged recipients of this letter "at a common stop" where they can easily resume their past camaraderie.
In this moment of confrontation and clarity, though, this clean slate at the onset of an unwritten year, he can admit what does seem truthful. What begins as that mere verbal slippage from exhaustion in the third and fourth lines, McHenry explodes, beautifully, into more apt metaphors for the world; the world is not a train but "a wheel" and "a rolling pin"-at once "spinning thread" and "spreading thin." The fact, neither "brutal" nor gentle, is fatigue. The fact is slicing every grape, every day. The fact is mowing the lawn again and again and again. The fact is no stop at all, common or otherwise, but a cycle that we can't step out of or off of, and where, in that relentless motion, is there time for the past, for old friends?
The answer is, perhaps, never as easy or promising as we wish it to be, but the speaker does make an effort at the close of his letter to choose reality over his "sympathetic myth." Hesitating when returning to the question about whether or not his address is current, the speaker first answers, "No." He would "rather move / than mow," after all.
But he reconsiders, accepting at this simultaneously late and early hour, that there isn't a fourth wall (except the one made of plaster), that moving isn't as easy as killing the lights and waiting for a team of stagehands to switch sets. Yes, he admits, his address is current.
But as it is winter, we can at least be grateful for him-and for ourselves-that we won't have to mow again for several more months.
Poet's Biography
Eric McHenry is the author of Potscrubber Lullabies, which received the Kate Tufts Discovery Award, and Mommy Daddy Evan Sage, a book of poems "for precocious children and immature adults" illustrated by Nicholas Garland. He teaches creative writing at Washburn University.
CHAPTER III: JANUARY INSTALLMENT
January Poem
Meditation in Middle Age Catherine Tufariello
Beauty is youth, youth beauty; that is all-A truth that you can straight-arm or embrace When eyes slide past you, and your mother's face Peers from the mirror, mirror on the wall. With or without knives, needles, lasers, dyes, You'll lose this war. But losses can be freeing, And there were things you missed while locked in seeing Yourself, in your mind's eye, through others' eyes.
Farsighted now, you're startled by the shimmer Of stars and landscapes swimming from a blur Of burned-off fog. And you're the child you were, Alert and self-forgetful. See her curled Unnoticed on a window seat in summer, Lost in the dew-sharp garden of the world.
Companion Analysis
When met in the mirror by the quiet transformations aging yields-for me, the everincreasing numbers of wily greys sprouting along my part-it is easy to feel, simply and disappointingly, old. But Catherine Tufariello's "Meditation in Middle Age" explores what might be gained in the wake of youth's passing. Cleverly deploying the sonnet, a form originally used by Petrarch to celebrate a woman he fell in love with on the grounds of sight alone, Tufariello offers an alternate vision of how we might conceive of female beauty, one that doesn't rest so squarely upon face value.
The opening rings so familiar that it feels like an allusion lifted verbatim from our poetic past, but it is rather a subtle and haunting manipulation of John Keats's infamous closing lines to "Ode on a Grecian Urn": "Beauty is truth, truth beauty, -that is all / Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know." The choice to equate beauty with youth rather than truth is made by a speaker addressing a "you" past her own bloom, who possesses instead her "mother's face"-the image of her own mother reflected back at her, perhaps, or more broadly, the face that parenting etches upon all mothers. Though Tufariello alters Keats's line, hers is perhaps the truer summation of his ode. The figures on the Grecian urn, locked in time as they are, are never able to progress, to reach the objects for which they are depicted striving. And yet what they gain by being frozen in these poses is the promise of everlasting beauty, something we culturally cannot help but seek even though we're cerebrally aware of time's ultimate effects upon our bodies.
Indeed, we do not have to be wicked queens to want the "mirror, mirror on the wall" to look upon us favorably, and yet, as the speaker points out, our concern for what is reflected is imprisoning no matter how innocent our vanities. Whether our attempts to reign supremely beautiful are as extreme as attempting Snow White's execution or as banal as attacking time's evidence with "knives, needles, lasers, dyes," the speaker reminds us with the heavy thud of monosyllables: "You'll lose this war." But if we accept this truth, what is left in the wake of youth's-and beauty's-loss?
Leveraging the poetic potential of our literal changes in eyesight with age, Tufariello brings into focus what is figuratively gained with farsightedness: an attention to a beauty well beyond that reflected (or not) in a mirror. What the speaker suggests is acquired with this shift in sight is, ironically and delightfully, youth: a youth before physical beauty is an object, a youth where the younger version of the poem's second person addressee could sit "[a]lert and self-forgetful," engrossed by the world around her rather than her own being, blissfully "unnoticed" by others' gazes as well as her own. And because "you," that second person addressee, could be any reader, perhaps every reader, the poem acts as a mirror for each of us, not one that shallowly offers for our inspection insistent greys and crow's feet, but one, rather, that reflects far more distant-and beautiful-mysteries, both beyond and below the surface.
Poet's Biography
Catherine Tufariello is the author of Keeping My Name, which won the 2006 Poets' Prize and was a finalist for the Los Angeles Times Book Prize. She is on the staff of the Center for Civic Reflection at Valparaiso University, where she directs a reflective reading and discussion program for healthcare providers.
CHAPTER IV: FEBRUARY INSTALLMENT
February Poem
Tracks Ted Kooser
Using a cobbler's shoe last I found one summer at a yard sale, and the heavy leather uppers from cast-off boots, a jigsaw, some wood, an awl and thread, and a few evenings sitting alone thinking of you, I have fashioned a pair of red valentine shoes with heart-shaped wooden heels. Look for my tracks on your doorstep where I stood with sore feet through the evening, too timid to knock.
Companion Analysis
Up until the mailings officially came to a close in 2007, my family was one of the lucky recipients of Ted Kooser's annual Valentine poem, printed in black on a white postcard and adorned with a single red heart sticker. I looked forward to that postcard every February and read and reread those poems daily, eventually tucking them into various boxes and books over the years, only now and then to find them unexpectedly fluttering out of their little hiding spots and delighting me once again with their gift: poetry, delivered right to your doorstep, to your lap, to your footfall. These postcards, I only realized after developing Poetry by Post, were the seed of this idea-a seed in the shape of a red sticker heart planted that many years ago. Thank you for cultivating this project and letting these poems into your home. It is such a treat for me to talk poetry with you, like this. The poem is separated into just two sentences, the first of which takes up nine of the twelve lines of the poem. The opening inventory of materials reveals not only that the speaker has made shoes but also invested a good deal of time in doing so. With the last acquired some summer past, the "leather uppers" rescued from old boots, and the other necessary acquisitions, much thought has gone into this project before the act of making even commences. Once it does, he further devotes "a few evenings" to creating the red valentine shoes-much longer, it goes without saying, than is necessary these days to acquire footwear. But of course, the shoes are only a vehicle for something else entirely, a material means to express a deep and closely-held love. Making the shoes, after all, not only requires tools and materials but also the time spent "sitting alone / thinking of you," the thoughts just as integral to the undertaking. The speaker's use of "have fashioned"-a verb tense technically termed the present perfect-is different from the basic past tense in that it implies present consequences of a past action. That verb tense, then, purposefully raises expectations, and in that pause at the end of the ninth line when the first full sentence finally comes to a stop, we are spurred by the subtleties of grammar to anticipate a revelation of the consequences of his act. He has fashioned these boots; now what?
The suspense raised by the present perfect, however, is immediately undercut as we realize that the moment of donning the shoes and walking to the door is curiously elided.
The presumed climax remains unnarrated, and we only learn after the fact that the speaker and his carefully crafted valentine shoes are never beheld by the object of his affection.
The only evidence that the speaker was there at all-ephemeral evidence at that-are the heart-shaped "tracks on your doorstep."
We might immediately assume that he abandoned his intentions, but perhaps it is just as likely that he never intended to knock at all. Perhaps, knowing intimately his own limitations and vulnerabilities, he fashioned the shoes specifically to leave tracks that could serve as the declaration he could never bring himself to make in a more direct, exposed way. Even the poem itself-which also functions as a declaration, addressed as it is to his love-is indirect, removed both in time and space from the person for whom it is intended, its own set of tracks in the snow.
Ultimately, that is the hope of this maker and many others, I would hazard to guess-that the efforts poured into something will leave tracks that are, perhaps, more significant than the objects themselves. Deeply felt emotions that reduce us to painful selfconsciousness cannot always be shared face to face, often necessitating a medium that permits us to experience their full expression or impression privately. Poetry is a vehicle for this, of course, as are, I hope, the objects you are holding: made with care and an earnest heart, they are my heart-shaped tracks that contain, in some small measure, the love that went into them.
Yet while I, like the speaker, might also be "too timid to knock," I trust that your mail carrier is not. (Fig. 12) , and an image of the full prospectus (Fig. 13) .
Poet's Biography
Prospectus for Promotion
Suffering from walls devoid of meaning? Need something to chew on while Tufariello, and Ted Kooser. The printer has taken "Midwestern" to mean anyone who has simply spent a good bit of time in the large swath of land in the middle of the U.S. And much like the Midwest, the poetry featured will be plainspoken but no less profound for that.
Each month of the subscription will include a limited-edition broadside of the selected poem and an accompanying literary analysis composed by the printer. These items will be enclosed within large mailers adorned with calligraphed addresses and vintage stamps and will be delivered right to your doorstep, courtesy of the US Postal Service.
The broadsides and accompanying analyses will be printed with Vandercook proof presses at the University of Iowa Center for the Book from hand-set metal type and photopolymer plates onto papers such as Rives BFK, Magnani Pescia, and Kitakata. Sizes will vary.
Subscriptions are available at $150 for the series or $50 for an individual mailing.
Series will be limited to 50 subscribers. Please direct any inquiries to laura@pentameterpress.com, or visit www.pentameterpress.com for more details. Suffering from walls devoid of meaning? Need something to chew on while brushing your teeth? To dwell on while dishwashing? Perhaps you already make a habit of filling your living room and your life with poetry and want more of it. Or possibly you don't like poetry one lick because your English teacher made you read verse you found indigestible. Well, printer, calligrapher, and doctor of philosophy Laura Capp of Pentameter Press Studio has just the thing to cure your ills. P.P.S. is pleased to announce a four-month poetry subscription service to be delivered monthly from November 2013 to February 2014. The inaugural Poetry by Post will feature by Midwestern poets Jennie Kinneberg Wrisley, Eric McHenry, Catherine Tufariello, and Ted Kooser. The printer has taken "Midwestern" to mean anyone who has simply spent a good bit of time in the large swath of land in the middle of the U.S. And much like the Midwest, the poetry featured will be plainspoken but no less profound for that.
Subscriptions are available at $150 for the series or $50 for an individual mailing. Series will be limited to 50 subscribers. Please direct any inquiries to laura@pentameterpress.com, or visit www.pentameterpress.com for more details. 
